Confederated Hate
The Issue is not that the Flag is about “Hate”
—it is about why many hate the Flag!

It’s not a symbol of hate. It’s a symbol of Heritage and Resistance to tyranny; and it is white people
who are resisting... in their own country. THAT is why it is demonized as “hate” and why leftists
are tearing down statues that honored godly men—far-more godly than the North could ever
boast. Those men were honored because they alone were CIVIL and REFINED and Christian.
Those men were HONORED by the North over 100 years ago—and people 100 years ago
understood what they believed, and understood what was Constitutional better than psychopathic fools and savages and traitors do today! WAR is HATE. WHO started the War...? It was
not “Civil” at all...! It was unconstitutional. WHO started the War? It was the Northern War of
Aggression. It was about subjugating the South and stealing their wealth and independence. It
was not about freeing the blacks—it was about enslaving ALL on the Federal Plantation. The
North violated the contract / Constitution. The South had the right to leave. The North punished them for that; and the invading Third World savages are attempting to erase our culture and
history and us and steal our nation as their own. Not content to get the milk for free—they want
the whole cow. Antifa and BLM flags... and the burning down of cities, hundreds of millions of
dollars worth of damage, intimidation, assault, and murder—and THAT is called “peaceful protest” and “demonstration”. Yet a white man peacefully carries a Confederate Flag through the
Capitol building—and that is considered a Federal crime! THAT is COMMUNIST PROPAGANDA! I wrote 10 years ago that the tearing down of our monuments (and understand, I am
not a Southerner) is the first step toward white genocide. If our war dead don’t matter—we don’t
matter. They are hijacking history, twisting, distorting, and hashing out leftist demonizing propaganda that has zero bearing on reality. Now, Third-world savages competing for the U.S. in the
Olympics are turning their backs on the United States Flag and calling it a symbol of hate and
oppression! —after million dollar alien athletes “took a knee” and disprespect our flag, our nation,
the people who made them wealthy. It is all a farce. They will never be satisfied. They want what
we built because they cannot build a nation or even maintain what they are given. All they can do
is consume and destroy. It is a smokescreen. It is a communist plan of desensitization and
destabilization preparing for the takeover. Stop believing propaganda. Stop letting it be spoken in
your presence. Stop doing business with those participating in lies and our destruction. Stand up!
Stand up for those who are standing up! They declare our nation, our history, our ancestors, our
true government, our true faith and religion to be “hate” and “racist”. What will it take for YOU
to be OFFENDED...? Those who deny Christ before men, Christ will one day deny before His
Father in Heaven. You deny Christ when you don’t stand up when He would have stood up.
Christ is not Ghandi! The modern representation of Christ has been perverted. God is Immutable. Christ Jesus does not change. Give not that which is holy to the dogs and cast not pearls
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before swine lest they turn, trample, and rend you.

